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CANCELLED due to COVID-19
Aug 28-Sept 1: OTR, Dailey, WV
Sept 4-7, 2020: Cavefest, Sewanee, TN
Fall 2020: Fall VAR
Fall 2020: Karst-O-Rama, Mt. Vernon,
KY
Oct. 8-12: TAG Fall Cave-In
Nov 2020: WVCC Banquet, Lewisburg,
WV
Dec. 2020: WVACS Xmas Party
ON SCHEDULE or RESCHEDULED
Aug 17-21: UNESCO Karst 2020,
ONLINE Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, KY. See https://
unescokarst2020.com/ for info.
(Rescheduled)

Aug 21: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.
Sept 18: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.
Oct 16: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.
Oct 29-31: SERA Cave Carnival,
Camp Tubb, Rock Island, TN. See
http://bit.ly/SERA2020 (Rescheduled)
Spring 2021: Spring MAR/VAR at
Grand Caverns, Grottoes, VA. Hosted
by 7 Valleys Grotto and Charlottesville
Grotto. (Rescheduled)
June 28- July 2, 2021: NSS Convention, in Weed, CA. See the website:
http://nss2021.caves.org/
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The August 21, 2020 meeting of the
Blue Ridge Grotto will be held at: Jersey Lily's Roadhouse 1650 Braeburn
Dr, Salem, VA 24153.
This will be the second physical meeting since the pandemic, so please do
not come if you are feeling sick. If
you do attend, please adhere to social
distancing and use a face mask when
appropriate.
The Grotto program for the evening is
to be determined.

Date & Time: Saturday, August 22,
2020. Meet at the Hanging Rock Orange Market at 8:30 am.
Leader: Mystik Miller for Knight’s Saltpeter Cave and Doug Feller or Mystik Miller
for Poor Farm Cave.
Coordination: Susan Burr 540-989-5809
pondlady97@gmail.com
Requirements: Horizontal trip. Basic
caving gear. Beginner cave trip.
Limits: 10 cavers. Limit 3 cars total
plus Mystik’s car.
Both caves are horizontal. Knight's Salpeter Cave is small so we will do that
one first, then head over to Poor Farm.
We will do the right side of Poor Farm
first since we didn't make it to the pretties last time. If we have time, we will
do the left side as well.
Knight’s Saltpeter Cave
This a short cave of 462 feet with a
depth of 34 feet. There are two entrances. The cave was mined for saltpeter,

Treasure's Report
7/14/2020
Cave Bucks
Conservation
Equipment
General
Total

$
0.00
$
0.00
$ 133.87
$2,969.45
$3,103.32

probably by the confederacy during the
Civil War. The main entrance is about
15 feet wide and varies between 5 and
10 feet high. The passage from the
main entrance drops down over breakdown and old rolls of fence wire. An
awkward, miserable breakdown passage leads 60 feet back to the northwest. The main way, however, is down
and to the north east. This passage is
wider, walking with a dirt floor, and
contains the remains of the saltpeter
vats. Very few wooden artifacts remain, and the vats are nothing more
than large piles of dirt. The main passage ends after about 200 feet with
small holes in the passage wall. One of
these leads north for another 80 feet
and to a possible dig. Eighty feet north
east of the main entrance is a small
opening on the left, eastern wall. This
leads to a narrow passage, to the junction with second entrance passage, and
then to a downward sloping canyonlike passage which leads to the northern terminus of the cave.
Poor Farm Cave
Poor Farm Cave is fairly easy, mostly
dry, and a good beginner cave. There is
3990 feet of surveyed passage and has
93 feet of relief. The cave contains
large trunk passage, breakdown, low
crawls, slippery mud, a small stream,
areas of formations, and a 20-ft. pit.
To avoid the exposure of getting
around the top of the pit, one can go
through a tight hole through breakdown on the right. Large people will
not fit through the by-pass; they will
have to go around the pit on the narrow
ledges. A belay line around the pit is
very helpful.
This is a very straight forward cave;
you cannot get lost. There are large
rooms and big passages on either side
of the cave from the Entrance Room.

Long Cave Lists

maintained by Bob Gulden
USA Long & Deep, World Long &
Deep, & World Big Rooms
www.caverbob.com/usalong.htm
www.caverbob.com/usadeep.htm
www.caverbob.com/rooms.htm
www.caverbob.com/wlong.htm
www.caverbob.com/wdeep.htm
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BRG Meeting Minutes – can be read
on the BRG webpage at:
https://blueridgegrotto.org under the
‘BRG Organization’ button.

NSS Membership:
Would you like to join
or renew with the NSS?
See this link for details.
Future BRG Meetings
Hello, BRG Cavers. We have held our
meetings ‘both ways’ this past year. We
started out with the usual dinner meetings at Jersey Lily’s, then went to
ZOOM meetings to maintain our social
distancing.
Now, BRG has returned to in-person
dinner meetings at Jersey Lily’s in Salem VA, 6:30 pm on the 3rd Friday of
each month. The Jersey Lily banquet
room is reserved every 3rd Friday of the
month for BRG through Nov. 20, 2020.
Some folks cannot do online meetings.
Some folks prefer not to eat indoors in a
group setting. It was suggested that we
do a combination in-person meeting and
have an online option at Jersey Lily’s.
But we don’t know reliable internet
would be there even if we could use
Jersey Lily’s WIFI. Regardless, it would
be hard to have half the people in a
meeting room and the other half trying
to interact through a little camera and
laptops. It would be mass confusion &
frustrating. It’s one way or the other.
Another option would be to hold an outside meeting at someone’s house. Nicole
Gulden has offered their place in Salem.
The only problem would be where to
meet (on short notice) if the weather did
not cooperate.
Those are our options for now.
BRG has an excellent group of officers,
who have continued to work together
and offer meetings, cave trips, and communication between members.
The
CARBIDE DUMP Editors work with
the BRG Secretary, Treasurer and Chair
to publish minutes and send out announcements in a timely fashion. So,
read your newsletter, visit the BRG,
VAR and NSS webpages, and read those
“CAVING” notices in your email. Use
your BRG Membership List, network
with your caver friends; and get outside
and underground if possible!
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BRG Takes NSS 2020 Awards
First and foremost, I want to congratulate the Chairs and Staff of the 2020NSS
Virtual Convention – what you accomplished and had ready to go four months
was amazing!

CAVERS CHOICE

Second, for all of you who whine…”oh,
was it last week? Sorry I missed it”.
You can still see segments of the 2020
NSS Virtual Convention! Most of the
presentations in the Virtual Convention
are still available and will remain available indefinitely on the NSS YouTube
channel.

Carbide Dump
Vol. 54, No. 5, May
2019

You might recognize a couple of names
on the list. One is a BRG member – way
to go, Nick Socky!

(TIE!)

Region Record, Vol.
31, No. 3

To see them on the NSS Convention web
site, click here. Or, here they are:

BEST OF SHOW
Carbide Dump
Vol. 54, No. 10, Oct
2019

See the Virtual Convention and the
NSS YouTube Channel.

Finally, Blue Ridge Grotto
members, and the Carbide Dump
newsletter took several
NSS awards!

Cover Art Salon

VIDEO SALON
MERIT AWARD

You, the reader, chose these covers for
the salon. You know how to pick them!

Tom Zannes Award (Best of
Show)

HONORABLE
MENTION
Carbide Dump
Vol. 54, No 8, Aug
2019

“Connecting Caves”
David Socky, producer
See it on YouTube at this link

MERIT AWARD
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Congratulations to the
New NSS Fellows!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. David C. Ashley, NSS 34125
Andrew Belski, NSS 12646
Derek Bristol, NSS 34941
Anthony Canike, NSS 44230
Richard E. Cobb, NSS 20001
Beth Cortright, NSS 61421
Jay Cox, NSS 11941
Dr. Richard C. Finch, NSS 5560
Nikki Fox, NSS 57004
Jeri Kizer Frederic, NSS 16142
Chris Hill, NSS 11482
James Hunter, NSS 54666
Jason Lachniet, NSS 52410
Erin Lynch, NSS 48123
Michael Mansur, NSS 26393
Terry S. Mitchell, NSS 50692
Michael Nardacci, NSS 6620
Philip Rykwalder, NSS 41496
Nicholas Stephen Socky, NSS 34313
Tricia Spiliotis, NSS 21474
Dr. Ann Scott, NSS 42235
Ed Swepston, NSS 14208
Dr. Diana Tomchick, NSS 51262
Peter Welles, NSS 29804

Vol 54, No 9, Sept.
2019

BRG Items of Interest
•

Mountain Lake Lodge Resort – the lake
is filling back up again! This is a geologic event; lake went dry around 2010.

•

Atlantic Coast Pipeline has been cancelled!

•

FOUND! Lee Slover’s missing carbide
lamp has been located.

•

Randy Michael does not want to be on
the rescue call down list anymore. Anyone interested?

Clark’s Cave
Bath County, VA

(reprinted from the VAR
List Serve by Rich Geisler)

Clark's Cave near Millboro Springs in Bath County, Virginia is open for responsible caving. There is no longer any requirement to sign in at the owner's house. A
mailbox with sign in/out book is installed near the monument at the parking area.
Rappel in to entrance #3 then ascend back out is the only access open to cavers. Four wheel drive recommended to access the parking area. Parking accessed
by primitive lane headed north along fence and before you reach the barn at the
top of the hill. Do not use the old parking area beyond the barn. It is closed.
Please direct questions or comments to Larry Hart at lhartva@gmail.com or text
to 804-310-0006.
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Catawba Murder Hole History
Marian McConnell
July 15, 2020 – Catawba Murder Hole. Midd Hunt
(now from Herndon, VA) explored the cave while at
Roanoke College in 1960-65. Caving turned out to
be his primary vocation for many years. In 2018 he
shared some photos with Marian, and said he that
in the ‘60s he brought an editor of National Geographic and they rappelled down the 120’ foot
side. He said, “This photo and other cave photos to
follow were the beginning of my full career in professional photography. I was an early member of the
Potomac Speleological Society (PSC) based in NOVA.
My extensive cave photography was so well thought
of that National Geographic offered me a job right out
of college at Roanoke College in 1965.” In one photo
was Andy Park, whose father, Ted Park, was at National Geographic and later with Smithsonian magazine. Midd also took photos of New River Cave, VA
and Clover Hollow Cave, VA.
Midd and his friend Darrell ride motorcycles and
recently rode through the area and came up to see
the Murder Hole cave on July 15th from the driveway. Unfortunately due to COVID-19, Marian was
not able to offer them lunch, but she was able to
“visit” with them from her front porch.

Dick Sullivan in
Catawba Murder Hole

Daylight
Cave by
Midd Hunt
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Ludington Cave Trip Report
Searching for the Connection
July 25, 2020 by
Participants — Alex Faunce, Nikki Fox,
Dave Smallwood and Nick Socky
On Saturday morning we left WVACS
for the cave. Having secured permission
to enter Ludington Cave via Yates Cave
from the Yates family the previous day,
we were underground at 11:30 a.m. We
made haste through the crawlway, with
me charging the lead. The entire time I
was shouting and loudly singing until
my voice started to run ragged. Then I
turned to banging my trusty Wonderbar
on the cave walls to deter my face being
eaten off by raccoons (the belly crawl in
the Yates section is home to raccoons
and other animals - editor). About 45
minutes later we were in Ludington
proper in the largest passage of the cave
— the Boulder Room.
We caved up and over the monster
breakdown piles towards the filled-in
Bell Entrance and then hooked a right to
scramble down the Belfry, which is a
massive thrust fault that allows cavers to
descend a nearly-vertical rock maze to
the lower stream — the Thunderbolt
Passage. On our last visit in there, in
November 2019, Dave Smallwood and I
marked the easiest and fastest route
down. This saved us so much time, as
one can easily get disoriented in the
breakdown.
Once down in the borehole of Thunderbolt Passage, we made good time. However, there were several stops along the
way to observe and ascertain the cave’s
geology. Both Dave and Nick nerded out

on this, finding similarities within the
different historic caves of the entire
Great Savannah Cave System — Ludington, McClung and Maxwelton Sink
caves. Their hypothesis is that the same
fault runs through Ludington and
McClung caves — especially in Ludington's downstream section and McClung's
Crystal Canyon area in the north. According to Dave, “It appears that the
major trunks waver back and forth between fault and strike passages with
them converging in the upper McClung/
Ludington area. The major passages are
developed along parallel strike oriented
passages primarily along that giant ass
drag fold and associated jointing.”
We got to the New Drop, ascended and
then had fun on the horizontal traverse
that Nick installed last year over the pit
to access the Polar Passage. This unique
passage is always quite cold and is home
to countless clusters of fossil crinoid
stems in black chert. The chert is everywhere in the Polar Passage and so are
the "feather stars." About 30 minutes
later we were at the top of the Old Drop,
measured at 43 feet. We all got out gear
to rebolt the drop. Nick did the bolting
and the rigging, placing a bolt near the
left side (when on rope) of the pit for a
redirect.
At the bottom, about 150 feet north of
the Old Drop, we saw one of the supporting features/evidence for the above
geological hypothesis — an immense
drag fold above the Maccrady Contact.
The well-documented thick tan-colored

Thunderbolt Passage - photo by Nick Socky

Nikki Fox in a crawl.
photo by Nick Socky
band in the lower Hillsdale Formation
was pushed up from its horizontal placement into a vertical orientation. It was a
beautiful sight to see!
I led the way onwards to the bottom of
the 12-foot waterfall. It was here that we
saw a R.H.H. signature with the date of
5-17-1955. Back on our November trip,
I was the only one go down the Old
Drop with Rob Wardell acting as my
meat anchor. This was a far as I made it,
due to several factors. The first, at the
waterfall I pulled on an unknown-aged
piece of webbing that was hanging in the
waterfall. Its stretch was about a foot . . .
too much for my comfort being solo.
The second, no one knew exactly where
I was in the cave. So if I fell, who knows
how long it would be until my party
would get worried and then attempt to
find an injured me. I free climbed as
high as I could get without the aid of the
webbing, but soon ran into the fact that
it was unavoidable not to use it. So I
(Continued on page 59)
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played it safe, with nothing to prove to
anyone or myself, and retreated.
On this day, Nick climbed up the waterfall and used the questionable webbing.
We all gave moral support during his
undertaking. Once up top, he reported it
was tied around a 2-inch flake. Nick
quickly went to work setting a bolt at
the top to attach a rope. His first one
failed, as he hammered in the bolt the
rock split open. The second one worked.
Once everyone was up the last vertical
obstacle, we ditched our vert gear and
headed off into new territory! We found
our way through the windy small passages in southern Ludington. En route,
there was another R.H. 1955 signature
in carbide. We finally made it to the spot
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where we think we’d have the best
chance of connecting the cave with
McClung. The air was in the right direction, blowing in our face, as Ludington
has higher elevation than McClung. On
the other side of the connection, in
McClung, the air would be going into
the crawlway, not coming out. (Read
Nick Socky’s report on McClung Cave
Aug. 1, 2020.)

“I see a puddle in front of me.”

We each spent time digging out the mud
covered rocks and cobbles filling the
crawlway. Between the four of us, Nick
having accomplished the most distance,
we dug open about 15 feet to a cozy 9inch high passage. Alex was the last to
take a stab at it. This was her narrative
while doing so:

Since spring of 2019, it took five trips
into Ludington to route find, bolt climb
and rig to get closer to the connection of
Ludington into the Great Savannah Cave
System actually happening. There is still
more work to do in making this connection, and this was the first solid glimpse
of hope we’ve had in doing so. Exciting
times!

“Okay, I’m digging into the puddle.”
“OH NO!”
“My body is the puddle now.”
After Alex got completely soaked we
decided to exit the cave. We made good
time exiting and was underground for 10
hours.

Great Savannah Cave System - McClungs
Searching for the Connection
August 1, 2020 by
Survey Designation: ROB
Team: Nick Socky, Alex Faunce, Nikki
Fox. (the other two teams included Dave
Socky, David Smallwood, Aaron Clair,
Bob Alderson, Eric Steinburg, and Chad
Casella)
Objective: To survey the main passage
from the Crystal Canyon toward the
Kidd Entrance and push toward potential
lead to connect to Ludington
Today was going to be a big day! After a
last weekend push in Ludington to find
the passages that connected to
McClungs (which was a great lead! Just
not very pleasant), Nick, Nikki, and
Alex wanted to try from the McClungs
side to check several things: 1. is there
air flow? 2. is the air going in the proper
direction for a connection? 3. How miserable is the lead from the McClungs
side? So after Dave Socky and Bob Alderson were tossing around the idea to
go to Lowmoor for some mop-up survey, Nick convinced them to lead a full
scale assault on McClungs instead.
With a total of 9 people by the time everyone was committed, the crew entered
the cave at 11:30 AM on a very pretty
but foggy Saturday morning. Dave
Socky, Aaron Clair, and David Smallwood would pick up the survey where
D. Socky had left off on his last trip in
this cave – and they would work on
bringing the survey to the Liberty Bell
Junction Room. Bob Alderson, Chad

Casella, and Eric Steinberg would start
in the Crystal Canyon right at the turn
off to where you go upstream to the
Kidd Entrance, and work backwards to
the Liberty Bell Junction Room. And
lastly Nikki Fox, Nick Socky, and Alex
Faunce would survey from the Junction
where Bob and Crew started and make
way for the Kidd Entrance and the
‘hopeful’ connection to Ludington.
The trip into the cave and to the Liberty
Bell Junction room was happily uneventful! Nikki did not find the entrance
Canyon very amusing and there was a
tiny bit of route finding (Nick wanted to

make sure he knew the way through this
area) but finally after less than two hours
all three teams arrived. After a quick
snack and water break, Team 1 (Dave,
Aaron, and Dave –DAD) headed off to
their lead to get to work. Team 2 and
Team 3 continued forward to begin rigging the Old Ladder Drop. Now, on the
old map, it shows the connection between the Liberty Bell Junction and the
Ladder Drop as just a 100 foot long by 2
foot high passage. This was not the case.
It was a gnarly, up and over and squeezing through breakdown slog which
turned out to be quite obnoxious. Even(Continued on page 60)

McClungs Entrance Canyon - photo by Nick Socky
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tually you ‘pop’ out into a large room to
where you can meander to the right or
belly crawl to the left until you encounter a large slab which slumps forward
and then drops 35 feet into a massive
canyon trunk. This… was the old ladder
drop. After Eric made quick work of the
rigging, we all slid down the nylon highway one by one. Upon getting to the
bottom, you can look downstream and
see how the ceiling dives down dip in
what appears to be a very faulted passage. When you then turn and look back
up at the drop, you encounter a huge and
beautiful drag fold in the wall. Nick and
Nikki both took several pictures of this
geologic wonder while everyone was
rappelling.
Team 2 and team 3 then proceeded to
head downstream toward a main large
confluence between the Crystal Canyon
and the Kidd Entrance trunk. At this
point, Team 2 (Bob, Chad, and Eric –
BOB) started their survey back towards
the Liberty Bell Junction Room. Team 3
(Nick, Nikki, and Alex – ROB) started
upstream, and away they went! With the
passage quite large, Nikki started
sketching at a scale of 1” = 50’. In just
about 150 feet, we encountered the old
well casing that had been noted in old

A really cool drag fold with Eric
Steinburg - photo by Nick Socky

The way to Ludington (with Eric Steinburg)? - photo by Nick Socky
trip reports and maps. We cleverly decided not to put a station on this landmark so to not mess with our Disto directions. We did, however, take a distance and bearing to it from a station.
Eventually, the passage necked down
and became much more complicated.
After Nikki adjusted her scale, Nick
chose to go into an upper level tube passage that would lead back toward the old
Kidd Entrance. The team zigged and
zagged through this short crawlway until
they intersected a ruddy looking stream.
Going downstream leads to an 8 ft. drop
which appears to drop you back in the
main lower level passage. Taking a right
and going upstream leads to series of
low nasty crawls which turn off the
main narrow canyon the leads to the
collapsed Kidd Entrance. After Nick and
Alex investigated around looking for the
way forward, it was decided that they
would survey down to the 8 ft. drop and
the loop back and continue heading upstream to keep surveying the walking
passage.
Tying into ROB8, Nikki gave Nick the
survey book and they took off heading
upstream - the much nicer walking passage! Several leads were noted – two of
which supposedly go to a 16 foot water
fall (this passage was not surveyed yet).
The team tied back into ROB18, the
station above the 8 foot drop. Continuing forward, the passage began to get
low. The small stream that was there
was also pretty low energy as it meandered back and forth across the floor of
the passage. Nearing the end of our allotted survey time, Nikki decided to
squeeze up though a crack into the right
wall. From there, it turned into a stoop
walking/walking passage which meandered in a few places and eventually
became a straight line canyon with a 4

foot climb and large chock stone to
climb up and over. Nick joined Nikki
and made note of several additional passages, but pushed ahead up and over the
chock stone. Ahead of this the passage
went straight as a partial belly crawl
with good air moving in the correct direction! This confirmed all three of our
questions from above and the team was
ecstatic. In the old survey, this passage
was described as a 200 foot crawl
straight ahead which ended in a small
breakdown room. No breakdown room
was found yet and if there is one in the
next 200 foot the air flow strongly suggests that the passage most certainly
continues.
Turning around, Nikki, Nick, and Alex
clearly labeled station ROB28, packed
up and raced off to the ropes – they were
about 20 minutes late when they were
greeted by an Eric Steinberg who mentioned that Dave Smallwood wanted to
check out the drop. Dave, Aaron, and
Chad all joined back and everyone chatted about their day and what was done.
It was looking like between all three
teams, we might have broken 3000 feet
of survey! Everyone packed up and we
began our crawl, canyon, cave, and walk
out of the ever growing McClung’s
cave. All three teams exited at 12:30
AM on Sunday to a clear night with a
fog down in the hollows and a full moon
peeking through some passing clouds. It
WAS a big day.
Total Survey: 784.9 feet,
New Survey: 276 feet
In: 11:30 AM Out: 12:30 AM-Sunday
(13 hours)
Number of Stations: 28
Leads Generated: 6
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3/1-3/17: Carlsbad Caverns, NM – Bob
Alderson went with Dwight Livingston,
Mark Minton, Yvonne Droms – Mystery
Room. Found canyon with huge dogtooth
spar. Did get photos.
6/13: Lambert’s Air Blower, Germany
Valley, WV – Bob Alderson went with
Rick Lambert, Kyle Mills, Mark Hodge,
Amos Mincin. put in a culvert and did
380’ of surveying in trunk passage.
6/14: Butler Cave, VA – Bob Alderson
went with Mark Minton, Yvonne Droms,
Dwight Livingston.
6/26-29: Mammoth Cave, KY – New
Discovery – Bob Alderson went with Bill
Koerschner, Hannah Haffring. New Discovery – with Rachel Saker, Miko
Raynard, Bill Koerschner, Mike Titzer,
Jen Tison. New Discovery – with Bill
Koerschner, Rachel Saker, Mike Ketzner.

The Carbide Dump

-hour trip with 433 feet of survey. We had
some great fireworks at the field station
thanks to Carroll Bassett, Dave Smallwood,
and Hunter Campbell.
7/11: BASH Cave, WV. Participants included Dave Knox, Hunter Campbell, Nikki Fox,
and David Socky. I've been BASHed! We
went on a tough 12.5 hour trip to BASH cave
and surveyed nearly 500 feet of virgin
stream passage. But BASH cave really gives
you a workout. We did find a likely 2 nd entrance, but it had been blasted shut some
time in the past. There was no way for us to
dig it out, so we had to go all the way back
through to get BASHed again.
7/12: Lambert’s Air Blower, WV. Bob
Alderson went with Rick Lambert, Mark
Minton, Yvonne Droms.

6/30 and 7/2: Roppel Cave, KY – Bob
Alderson went with Bill Koerschner, Rachel Saker, Mike Ketzner. Then with Bill
Koerschner, Tim Green, and Bob Thurne.
It was noisy with complaining by some
who brought very large packs with climbing gear; had to move through very narrow and “bottomless” canyon passages.
Bob ended up carrying 3 packs.

7/14: Windy Mouth Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Bill
Koerschner, and Bob Alderson as team 1.
Nick Socky, Alex Faunce, and Nathan Otto
on team 2. Bob, Bill, and Dave went all the
way back to the upper levels to pick off a
good lead off the PA Survey. Of course, it
was wet and low. We got 607 feet of survey
done. It was enough to make 1000 feet for
both teams and push Windy Mouth over 16
miles. It was a hard, but good 13.5-hour trip.

7/3: Ferguson Cave, KY – Bob Alderson
went with Aaron Bird, Alex, and Rachel
Saker. Aaron had a drone flying over the
sinkhole. 60’ drop. Surveyed 80’.

7/15: Catawba Murder Hole, VA – Midd
Hunt visited Marian McConnel and viewed
Catawba Murder Hole entrance. See
Marian’s article on page 56.

7/4: Colossal Cave, KY – Bob Alderson
went with Tom Bucker, Bob Thurne.
Went in to correct survey on Bedquilt.

7/18: Norman Cave, WV - The July BRG
trip was with Susan and Doug. Norman is
managed by WVCC.

7/4: McClung Cave, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Joe Calderone, and
Rebecca Stewart-Calderone on team one.
Kelly McCarthy, Alex Faunce, Taren
Woelk, and Chad Casella were team 2.
Joe, Rebecca, and I (Dave) went back to
the stream crawl we had left off the 2nd
Breakdown side lead we had done a
month ago. It was low, wet, and muddy
and got worst as we went in. Finally, Rebecca called Uncle, so Joe went in about
50 feet and found it kept going as a belly
crawl in water. We then went back to the
Broomstick Room we had left a month
ago and surveyed in there. We didn't finish that either, so we have to go back there
too. The other team did the side lead on
the left before you get to the 2nd Breakdown. They finished that, but the end is a
dig. We got out at 7:30pm. It was a good 9

7/18: Maxwelton Cave, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Nikki Fox, Silas
Springer on team 1, and Nick Socky and
David Smallwood on team 2. This was a
camp trip into Maxwelton, Sweetwater. We
entered Friday evening and surveyed around
Covert Creek on Saturday. Team 1 killed the
Tilted Tunnel after 123 feet. We then surveyed a side lead upstream until we were
stopped by a 60 foot waterfall, which is
downstream of the ram pump in Covert
Creek. Nick and Dave finished Gremlin
Falls, tying in at the bottom of the drops for
Covert Creek. Then they did the flowstone
climb at the top of Cousin It Pit. It led to the
Day Spa and eventually got to a point where
they could see the ram pump in Covert
Creek. It was a solid 10-hour day of surveying. We exited on Sunday, getting out at
2:30pm.
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7/23: Undisclosed Cave, VA. Participants
included David Socky, Nick Socky, Bob
Alderson, Mark Minton, Yvonne Droms,
and Zeb Lilly. This was the first time back
in over a year. We went back to the Air
Acclivity lead just past the Ear Dip, which
had only 3 inches of air space. Bob Alderson and Nick Socky did the bolt climb
with Vonnie belaying. Mark and Dave
worked on the dig, which looked pretty
hopeless. There were two ways to go up
the bolt climb, and of course the route
chosen ended in a mud plug 50 feet up. It
will be another trip to complete the climb
up the other way. It was nice to get out
with daylight after an 8 hour trip.
8/1: McClungs Cave, WV. Participants
included Dave Socky, David Smallwood,
and Aaron Clair-team 1, Bob Alderson,
Eric Steinburg, and Chad Casella-team 2,
Nick Socky, Alex Fanunce, and Nikki Fox
-team 3. Team 2 got 759 feet and team 3
got 784 feet. Total of 3005 feet! Lead
towards Ludingtons looks real good! It
was a long, but productive 13 hour trip.
8/5: Windy Mouth, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Nick Socky, and
Chris Coates. Surveyed in upstream Second Canyon. We cleaned up side leads
and actually got 546 feet of survey done in
10 hours.
8/8: Dry Cave, WV. Participants included
David Socky, Greg Springer, Dave Knox
on team 1, and Nick Socky, Nikki Fox,
and Eric Steinburg on team 2, and Joe
Calderone
and
Rebecca
StewartCalderone on team 3. Team 1 pushed from
the end of Bob Cat tributary and turned
around in going high canyon after surveying 30 stations. It took 5 hours to get from
the end of the survey to the entrance. The
end of the cave is over 2.5 miles from the
entrance. It was a long and tough trip of
14 hours for just 524 feet of survey. But
with all three teams, we got over 1400 feet
surveyed.

